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Unique leave of absence
programs: Competitive
advantages or complex
challenges?
BY ST E PHA N I E S I MP S O N
SVP, Disability and Absence
Management Practice, Sedgwick

As companies enhance their products, services and business
processes, some employers also are looking at ways to enhance
employee leave of absence benefits to offer more than just
legally-required job protection. To meet the ongoing demand
for more flexibility and balance between work and life responsibilities, some employers are introducing unique programs such
as limited and unlimited paid leave, extended paid maternity
and paternity leave, and unlimited paid time off (PTO).
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KEY C O N S ID E R ATI O N S

Here are some key points for em-

While employers rush to adapt

When evaluating extended

ployers to consider as they explore

to the lifestyles and needs of

paid leave programs, it is imper-

unique programs for their specifc

our changing workforce, it is

ative for organizations to know

work environments:

important to consider how creative

their staffing requirements to
ensure the business’ needs can
be met without putting excessive pressure on employees who
are working. In service-oriented

• How will a leave program impact
other health and welfare benefts
from an eligibility perspective?

adaptations of traditional benefts
might impact the operational,
fnancial and legal components
of a business. Although unique
leave of absence programs might

• Will the options have a negative

businesses, if there aren’t enough

impact on company culture and

create a strategic advantage in

employees to assist customers,

employee morale?

recruiting talented job candidates,

the company’s reputation and
bottom line can be negatively
impacted. In some industries,
temporary employees can help fill
in gaps, while in others this is not
possible due to the subject matter expertise required or because
of the highly technical nature of
some positions. If certain employees with unique skill sets take a
leave of absence, it is important
for employers to have a plan in
place to maintain productivity
while employees are off.
In the future, employers may be
forced to offer paid leave programs
to compete for top talent or com-

employers should be cautious to

• How will management styles

consider how they might have

need to change to adapt to

unintended consequences once

this workforce dynamic?

their employees elect to take
advantage of the benefts.

• How do years of service impact
a PTO program and will this
change if additional leave time
is provided?
• Will the options available under
parental leave unintentionally
create accommodation issues
in other areas of disability?
• How will absences be monitored
and tracked?
• Are there legal risks if the benefts
do not apply to everyone?
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